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Abstract
We present a generalization of the refocusing procedure that provides a generic method for
deriving an abstract machine from a specification of a reduction semantics satisfying simple
initial conditions. The proposed generalization is applicable to a class of reduction semantics
encoding hybrid strategies as well as uniform strategies handled by the original refocusing method.
The resulting machine is proved to correctly trace (i.e., bisimulate in smaller steps) the input
reduction semantics. The procedure and the correctness proofs have been formalized in the Coq
proof assistant.
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1

Introduction

Refocusing has been introduced by Danvy and Nielsen as a generic procedure to derive an
efficient abstract machine from a given reduction semantics [7]. The method has been applied
(by hand) to a number of reduction semantics both to derive new machines, and to establish
the connection between existing machines and their underlying reduction semantics [3, 10].
Sieczkowski et al. later proposed an axiomatization of reduction semantics sufficient to apply
the method and formalized the entire procedure in Coq [17].
However, the refocusing procedure as described previously does not account for a wide
class of hybrid rewriting strategies that can be thought of as composed from several different
substrategies. Notably, this class includes the normal-order strategy for full normalization in
the lambda calculus which is of particular interest due to its use in type checking algorithms
for dependently typed programming languages and logic systems, such as Coq [12] and
Agda [14].
The problem with applying refocusing to normal order and other similar strategies has
been observed by Danvy and Johannsen [6], and by García-Pérez and Nogueira [11], who
offer different, partial solutions. The former attribute the problem to backward-overlapping
reduction rules in an outermost strategy and propose to apply a correction in the form of
“backtracking” in the decomposition procedure. The latter notice that refocusing in this
∗
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case becomes context-dependent, and they identify a shape invariant of the context stack
they then exploit to transform the machine to an efficient form. Both of these, however, are
ad-hoc handmade solutions and do not shed light on how to proceed in a general case.
In this work we propose a generic refocusing procedure that handles both uniform and
hybrid rewriting strategies satisfying simple initial conditions. It subsumes Sieczkowski et
al.’s formalization [17] that is applicable only to uniform strategies. The procedure is powerful
enough to generate realistic abstract machines, particularly machines with environments. It
can also be used to verify correctness of existing abstract machines.
Contribution. The specific contributions of our work are as follows:
We propose a new format for specifying reduction semantics. This format generalizes the
standard approach in that it is based on kinded reduction contexts and the ability to
restrict composition of reduction contexts based on matching kinds.
We propose a generalization of refocusing, i.e., an automatic procedure that leads from
a specification of a reduction semantics to the corresponding abstract machine. This
generalization is enabled by the format of generalized reduction semantics.
We formalize the generalized refocusing procedure in Coq.
We prove in Coq the correctness of the abstract machine obtained by refocusing. The correctness of the machine is defined in terms of tracing – a variant of bisimulation expressing
the property that one system is simulated by another in smaller steps. Specifically, the
Coq development contains a proof that the machine obtained by refocusing traces the
input reduction semantics.
Related work. On the theoretical side, our work aims at a principled approach to specifying
operational semantics, such that facilitates reasoning, analysis, and comparison of various
reduction strategies and their composition. The connection made by the formal account
of refocusing further enables reasoning about the corresponding abstract machines and
possibly their optimizations. This toolbox comes in especially handy when we approach
various reduction strategies, reduction semantics, and abstract machines in the existing
literature, enabling us to disentangle the different semantic artifacts, expose their underlying
structure, and relate one to another. In our work, the issue of hybrid strategies arose directly
from the study of existing artifacts, such as abstract machines for full normalization in the
lambda calculus that can be proved to implement the normal-order strategy (such as Crégut’s
abstract machine [4, 11]), or Grégoire & Leroy’s strong reduction used to devise an efficient
implementation model for Coq [12]; other hybrid strategies are considered in [11, 16].
On the practical side, a natural application of this work is a usable framework for
automatic generation of provably correct semantic artifacts, from higher-level semantics to
abstract machines. From this point of view our work is related to the existing, much more
advanced tools, such as PLT Redex or the K framework, that also facilitate specification
of various formats of operational semantics, and experimentation with them [9, 15]. The
important difference is that we make explicit the process of producing implementation models
for the given high-level specification, while making sure they are provably correct. In the
process all the intermediate artifacts can be made available to the user who can further
manipulate them. Thus our work can be seen to complement the work on practical tools in
the quest to increase reliability of these tools.
Plan of the paper. In Section 2 we recall the basic semantic ingredients needed to describe
the original refocusing procedure in its basic form applicable to uniform strategies. In
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Sections 3 and 4 we present our main contributions: Section 3 contains our format for
specifying reduction semantics, Section 4 – a generalization of the refocusing method to
handle hybrid strategies. In Section 5 we discuss the correctness of the generated machine.
In Section 6 we briefly describe the implementation, and in Section 7 we conclude.

2

Preliminaries

In this section we recall the fundamental concepts used both in the original setting and in
our generalization of the refocusing procedure. We use standard lambda-calculus notions
without defining them here (e.g., capture-avoiding substitution, β-reduction).

2.1

Reduction semantics

A reduction semantics is a kind of small-step operational semantics, where the positions in a
term that can be rewritten are explicitly defined by reduction contexts, rather than implicit
in inference rules [8]. More formally, a reduction semantics is a quadruple hT , C, *, V i,
where T is a set of terms, C is a set of reduction contexts, * ⊆ T × T is a local rewriting
relation (also called contraction), and V ⊆ T is a set of values, i.e., terms that represent
valid results of computation.
Commonly C is given by a grammar of contexts. By a context we mean a term with
exactly one occurrence of a variable called a hole and denoted [ ]. For a given term t and
a context C, by C[t] we denote the result of plugging t into C, i.e., the term obtained by
substituting the hole in C with t. We then refer to C as a prefix of C[t]. The * relation
is typically given by a set of rewriting rules. Terms that can be rewritten by * are called
redices and those produced by it – contracta. We say that a pair hC, ti is a decomposition of
the term C[t] into the context C and the term t.
The reduction relation → ⊆ T × T in the reduction semantics is defined as the compatible
closure of contraction: t1 → t2 if and only if there exist C ∈ C, t01 , t02 ∈ T such that t1 = C[t01 ],
t2 = C[t02 ], and t01 * t02 . Evaluation is then defined as the reflexive-transitive closure of the
reduction relation (written →∗ ), and normal forms as terms that cannot be reduced. We
require the set of values to be a subset of normal forms. Normal forms that are not values
are called stuck terms.
A grammar of contexts consists of a set N of nonterminal symbols, a starting nonterminal,
a set S of variables denoting syntactic categories and a set P of productions. All these
sets must be finite. In this paper each production has the form C → τ where C ∈ N and
τ is a term with free variables in N ∪ {[ ]} ∪ S, with exactly one occurrence of a variable
from N ∪ {[ ]}. Figure 1 contains an example of a grammar of contexts. We will use
a convention that starting nonterminal symbols in grammars are underlined. Intuitively, the
restriction on the form of production rules says that, if we interpret the grammar over the
alphabet {τ [ ] | for some k, k 0 there is a production k → τ [k 0 ] in G}, it generates a regular
set of words (as opposed, e.g., to context-free grammars). Then the automaton directly
corresponding to the grammar reads the generated context in an outside-in manner, from
the topmost symbol towards the hole.
By an instance of a production in P we mean the result of replacing in this production
occurrences of variables from S with terms from the corresponding syntactic categories
(where different occurrences of the same variable may be replaced with different terms). Note
that there may be infinitely many instances of productions (because there may be infinitely
many terms). The right-hand sides of instances of productions, with nonterminals replaced
by holes, are called elementary contexts.
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(terms)
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Figure 1 The call-by-name reduction semantics for the lambda calculus.

[]

([ ] (λx.x)) s

[] s

[]

[ ] (λx.x)

[]

(λx.xx)s −
→ ss −−−−−−−→ (λy.y)(λx.x)s −−→ (λx.x)s −
→ s −−−−−→ (λy.y)(λx.x) −
→ λx.x
where s = (λx y.y) a (λx.x) and a is any closed term
Figure 2 An example evaluation in the call-by-name strategy with reduction contexts indicated
above reduction arrows.

Call-by-name strategy. As an example, let us consider the reduction semantics realizing
the call-by-name reduction strategy for the lambda calculus. Figure 1 presents the grammar
of terms, values and redices in this strategy, and the standard β-contraction relation. A
reduction context is either the empty context [ ] or a hole applied to a sequence of terms – as
defined by the grammar, where C t means that a context generated by C is applied to a term
t. The process of evaluation prescribes that at each step we reduce the given term after we
decompose it into a redex and a reduction context, unless the term is already a value or a
stuck term. It can be seen that, in our setting, terms of the form x t1 . . . tn are stuck terms,
as they are not proper values nor can they be further reduced. Under call by name, when we
evaluate complete programs (which are closed terms), stuck terms cannot occur. Figure 2
shows an example evaluation in the call-by-name reduction semantics.
It is natural to require that a grammar has the unique-decomposition property meaning
that for each term there exists at most one decomposition into a reduction context and
a redex. A grammar with this property implicitly determines a reduction strategy understood
as a function that for a given term finds a position of a redex in the term. In the following
we will be interested in an explicit description of a lower-level strategy for finding redices.
In the example of call-by-name semantics, this strategy prescribes that when we encounter
an application, we should continue searching in the left subterm; and when we encounter
a lambda abstraction (for which there is no corresponding production in the grammar), we
should backtrack. Note that the decision what to do is based only on immediately available
and local information (here: the topmost symbol of the processed term; in call by value also
on some direct subterms being values). Strategies with this property are called uniform.
Later we will see that in nonuniform strategies such a decision requires additional knowledge
– such strategies can be thought of as composed from different substrategies.
Normal-order strategy. In this work we are interested in applying the refocusing procedure
to more complex reduction semantics, such as the normal-order strategy in the lambda
calculus. This strategy normalizes a term to its full β-normal form (if it exists) by first
evaluating it to its weak-head normal form with the call-by-name strategy, and only then
reducing subterms of the resulting weak-head normal form with the same strategy. An
example evaluation in this strategy is given in Figure 3. The grammar of reduction contexts
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λx.[ ]

[]

(λf x. f ((λf x. x) f x)) (λx. g x) −
→ λx. (λx. g x) ((λf x. x) (λx. g x) x) −−−→
λx. g ([ ] x)

λx. g [ ]

λx. g ((λf x. x) (λx. g x) x) −−−−−−−→ λx. g ((λx. x) x) −−−−→ λx. g x
Figure 3 An example reduction in the normal-order strategy with reduction contexts indicated
above the arrows.

(terms)
(neutral terms)
(normal terms)

t ::= λx. t | x | t t,
a ::= x | a v
v ::= a | λx. v

E ::= [ ]E | λx.E | F t | a E
F ::= [ ]F | F t | a E

Figure 4 A grammar of reduction contexts for the normal-order strategy.

for this semantics is given in Figure 4; here the set C of reduction contexts is the language
generated from the symbol E, and the contraction relation is β-reduction as in the case of
call by name.
The grammar of contexts in Figure 4 again describes a strategy for finding redices.
This time, however, this strategy is not uniform: we have two substrategies, one for each
nonterminal symbol in the grammar. Each substrategy comes with its own kind of hole as
introduced in Section 3.2 – the subscript indicates the kind of context that can be built inside
the hole. In other words, if we want to extend a reduction context with a hole of kind k by
plugging another context in it, this new context has to be derivable from the nonterminal k.
The two presented substrategies agree on reacting to application symbols, but they differ on
lambda abstractions. In the case of application symbols they say that when we encounter an
application for the first time, we should continue searching in the left subterm with the F
substrategy and when we backtrack from the left subterm (when the left subterm is a neutral
term in the syntactic category a), we should continue searching in the right subterm with
the substrategy E. In the case of lambda abstraction the E substrategy says that we should
continue searching in the body of the abstraction while F says that we should backtrack.
In the following, to distinguish between different substrategies, we will use the notion of
a kind that can be identified with a nonterminal symbol in the underlying grammar.

Uniform and hybrid strategies. The notion of hybrid strategies has been first used by
Sestoft [16] informally, and recently studied by García-Pérez and Nogueira [11] who further
distinguish between strategies “hybrid in style” and “hybrid in nature.” Here we propose
a simple definition of a hybrid strategy (that corresponds to being hybrid in style): it is
a reduction strategy induced by a reduction semantics whose grammar of contexts has more
than one nonterminal symbol (i.e., more than one kind of contexts). This is in contrast to
uniform strategies, where the grammars have exactly one nonterminal symbol.
A uniform strategy allows free composition of elementary contexts. In the case of hybrid
strategies the introduction of multiple kinds naturally leads to a restriction that when we
compose two contexts, the kind of the internal one must be the same as the kind of the hole
in the external one. Therefore free composition of elementary contexts may result in an
invalid context when the two kinds do not match.
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2.2

Abstract machines

Intuitively, abstract machines are just another form of operational semantics, only defined
at a lower level of abstraction. Typically, abstract machines are devised in order to specify
a semantics that is both precise and reasonably efficient. Ideally, each step of an abstract
machine should be done in constant time, which usually can be achieved by rewriting only
topmost symbols of machine configurations. Therefore complex operations such as finding
a redex in a term or substituting a term for a variable in another term should be divided
into smaller steps.
In our setting abstract machines are a kind of abstract rewriting systems of the form
hT , →, S, F i, where T is a set of configurations (states), → is a rewriting relation over T
(the transition relation), and S, F ⊆ T are initial and final states, respectively. Moreover, we
require that machines are deterministic, i.e., that transition relations are partial functions,
and that final states are normal forms w.r.t. →.
In this paper we work with abstract machines with two kinds of configurations. Eval
configurations are of the form ht, CiE (or of the form ht, C, kiE if we work with hybrid
strategies). A long-term goal of the machine in such a configuration is to evaluate the term
C[t]; a shorter-term goal is to evaluate the term t (according to the substrategy k). The
evaluation of t then starts by searching for a redex inside t. When the evaluation of t is
finished returning a value v, the machine moves to a continue configuration of the form
hC, viC (or hC, k, viC in the case of hybrid strategies). Again, a long-term goal of the machine
in this configuration is to evaluate the term C[v]; a shorter-term goal is to find (by searching
inside the context C) a decomposition of C[v] into a new context C 0 and a new term t0 , and
then to move to the configuration hC 0 , t0 iE .

2.3

Refocusing in uniform strategies

Given a specification of a reduction semantics, a naive implementation of evaluation in this
semantics would consist in repeating the following steps until the processed term is a normal
form: (i) decompose the given term into a context and a redex, (ii) contract the redex, and
(iii) recompose a new term by plugging the contractum in the context.
Refocusing is a mechanical procedure that optimizes this naive implementation by
avoiding the reconstruction of intermediate terms in a reduction sequence. Intuitively,
a considerable part of the decomposition work in step (i) simply cancels a considerable part
of the recomposition work done in step (iii) of the previous iteration, and we would like to
avoid this canceled work.
Refocusing (for uniform strategies) is based on the following general observation: if
we plug the contractum in the context (i.e., reconstruct) and then decompose, we obtain
the same decomposition as when we continue decomposing directly from where we are. Let
us look at what happens just after contracting a redex in step (ii). There are two cases
to be considered: the next redex can or cannot be found inside the contractum. For
example, if we have a term (λx.(λy. t0 ) t1 t2 ) t3 t4 . . . tn , then it decomposes to the
redex (λx.(λy. t0 ) t1 t2 ) t3 and the reduction context [ ] t4 . . . tn in the call-by-name
strategy. But now if we perform the contraction (β-reduction), we do not need to reconstruct
the term ((λy. t0 ) t1 t2 )[t3 /x] t4 . . . tn and walk through all t4 , . . . , tn again to find the
next decomposition. It is enough to decompose the result of the contraction to the redex
((λy. t0 ) t1 )[t3 /x] and the context [ ] t2 [t3 /x], and to plug this context into the previous one
(i.e., [ ] t4 . . . tn ).
In the second case (when the contractum does not contain a redex) we also can avoid
reconstruction of the whole term, as we can just backtrack from the current reduction context,
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reconstruct a part of the whole term and then decompose this part. For example, consider
evaluation of the term (λx y. t0 ) v1 ((λx. t2 ) v3 t4 ) t5 . . . tn . According to the left-to-right
call-by-value strategy, it decomposes to the redex (λx y. t0 ) v1 and the reduction context
[ ] ((λx. t2 ) v3 t4 ) t5 . . . tn . Now after the contraction we can reconstruct a small part of
the whole term, namely (λy. t0 )[v1 /x] ((λx. t2 ) v3 t4 ), leaving [ ] t5 . . . tn as the reduction
context and perform a decomposition of this part as before. So as a result we get the redex
(λx. t2 ) v3 and the reduction context (λy. t0 )[v1 /x] ([ ] t4 ) t5 . . . tn , and to obtain this
decomposition we do not have to traverse all the terms t5 . . . tn .
These two ways of avoiding full reconstruction of intermediate terms during evaluation
are the main idea behind refocusing. Specifically, a step of a machine generated by refocusing
either implements the behavior described above, or it performs the contraction of a found
redex. We omit a detailed presentation of the machine since it can be obtained from the one
constructed in Section 4.2 by removing all kind information.
Unfortunately, the property emphasized above that underlies the original refocusing
procedure no longer holds for hybrid strategies.

2.4

Refocusing in hybrid strategies

Before explaining the problems concerning refocusing in hybrid strategies, we need to discuss
some aspects of the internal representation of contexts in implementations of reduction
semantics. In general, reduction contexts of a reduction semantics coincide with evaluation
contexts that are obtained by defunctionalizing continuations of a CPS-based interpreter
implementing the semantics [1, 5]. This way one obtains a common “inside-out” representation
of evaluation contexts, where a context is represented by a stack with topmost elements
corresponding to the nearest surroundings of the hole and the bottommost – to the root of
the context. This representation is also utilized by the refocusing procedure.
In stack representations of contexts the elements of a stack are elementary contexts
introduced in Section 2.1. The meaning of such a stack is given by a recompose (or plug)
function that recursively defines the result of inserting a term in the hole of a context. In
the case of inside-out contexts this function is a left fold applied to an atomic recomposition
function for elementary contexts.
The original refocusing procedure cannot be applied to hybrid strategies, because one
of its prerequisites is that the underlying grammar has just one nonterminal symbol. As
an example that backs this claim let us consider the strategy defined in Figure 5 and a
configuration hc t, CiE . In this configuration, according to E-substrategy the term c t
cannot be further decomposed and the machine should backtrack moving to the configuration
hC, c tiC . On the other hand, according to F -substrategy there might be further redices in t,
so the machine should push the elementary context c [ ] to the stack and start evaluating t,
moving to the configuration ht, c [ ] :: CiE . The choice of the substrategy depends on an
occurrence of b in C. If the elementary context b [ ] is present somewhere in the stack, the
machine should choose the F -substrategy; otherwise, if b [ ] is not present in the stack, it
should choose the E-substrategy. This, however, requires additional knowledge of what is
stored on the stack; a machine generated in the original refocusing procedure has only access
to the very local information about the topmost symbol on the stack and the topmost symbol
in the processed term (or, in a more general setting, to a bounded initial prefix of the stack
and of the term), and simply does not collect this additional knowledge. It is not difficult
to see that the strategy induced by this grammar is hybrid in nature – there does not exist
a grammar with one nonterminal symbol generating the same set of reduction contexts.
A similar problem occurs when we deal with the normal-order strategy, where a generated
machine in a state hλx. t, CiE has to decide whether it should decompose the lambda
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Strategy:
E ::= a E | b F
F ::= [ ] | a F | c F

Context C = . . . a a [ ]:
...
a []
a []

← top

Figure 5 A small reduction strategy and a stack representation of a context.

abstraction. In the particular case of the normal-order strategy the problem can be solved ad
hoc: the topmost elementary context in C always indicates the substrategy that should be
used, and, in fact, this observation was used e.g. in [6] or [11]. The novelty of our approach
is that it works not only in the case of normal-order strategy, but also in a much wider class
of hybrid strategies. In Section 3.3 we give an example of a realistic language where the
problem discussed above indeed occurs. Moreover, it cannot be solved by the ad hoc method
that works for the normal-order strategy, because the choice of a substrategy depends on the
occurrence of the ! symbol on the stack.

3

Reduction semantics revisited

In this section we present the first contribution of this work: a generalization of the concepts
presented in Section 2.1 that enables refocusing for hybrid strategies.

3.1

Generalized reduction contexts

Our solution to the problem highlighted in Section 2.4 is based on changing the representation
of evaluation contexts in generated machines. Specifically, we are going to represent contexts
by sequences of instances of productions that generate the represented context. Note that
this is not a big change in the representation of contexts from Section 2.4. There a context
is represented as a stack (that is, a sequence) of elementary contexts, which are instances of
right-hand sides of productions. Since a uniform grammar contains only one nonterminal
symbol, this symbol (which is the left-hand side of each production) is implicitly present in
each element of the stack. So now the only change in the representation of contexts is that
we add an explicit occurrence of the left-hand side of the respective production rule to each
element of the stack.
For example, consider the following derivation of the context λz. ((x y) [ ]E z) in the
grammar of contexts from Figure 4:
E → λz. E → λz. (F z) → λz. ((x y) E z) → λz. ((x y) [ ]E z) .
Figure 6 shows the representation of this context. There is one subtlety here: for efficiency
reasons (it is always better to pop one rather than two symbols from a stack) the last
production of the form k → [ ]k is not stored on the stack – it is better to store the
nonterminal k in the internal state of the generated abstract machine.
In our generalization of refocusing the additional nonterminal symbol indicates the
substrategy that should be used in a given place. Recall the example from Figure 5. A
generalized stack representation of the context C with the topmost symbol hE, a [ ]i indicates
that the E-substrategy should be used. It can be seen that this symbol is on the top of stack
if and only if there is no occurrence of b in C. Similarly, hF, a [ ]i indicates F -substrategy;
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← top

Figure 6 The representation of the context λz. (x y) [ ]E z w.r.t. the grammar in Fig. 4.



this symbol is on top of stack iff there is an occurrence of b in C. Thus nonterminal symbols
stored on stack give the additional knowledge required to choose the appropriate substrategy.

3.2

Grammars of contexts

Here we specify conditions on grammars of contexts required by the generalized refocusing
procedure. We first extend the definition of a grammar from Section 2.1 by introducing
holes of different kinds (recall that kinds are nonterminal symbols in the grammar) and then
restrict the form of production rules.
I Definition 1. A grammar of contexts G is called normal if
1. for each production k → τ in the grammar, either τ is a hole or
a. τ does not contain a hole, and
b. the unique occurrence of a nonterminal symbol in τ is a direct subterm of τ , and
2. for each nonterminal k, there is a production k → [ ]k .
Intuitively, a normal grammar generates a prefix-closed set of contexts (i.e., a prefix of a
context is also a context). The restriction about direct subterms will be used by the generated
abstract machine, which will be analyzing just one symbol at a time. This condition is not
crucial and it is not difficult to provide a more general setting in which an abstract machine
has access to a bounded initial prefix of the stack and bounded initial prefix of the processed
term. In such a setting more strategies can be qualified as uniform. Note also that we
introduce here holes indexed with nonterminal symbols – this will be used to keep track of
which nonterminal generates given occurrence of a hole. We will refer to [ ]k as the hole of
kind k.
We will also require that grammars have the unique-decomposition property. Since this
is a semantic restriction that is difficult to check for a given grammar, in Section 4.1 we will
pose additional restrictions, in the form of existence of some orders on productions, that
entail this property.

3.3

Generalized reduction semantics

In our implementation of the refocusing procedure we use a more flexible definition of
reduction semantics than the one given in Section 2.1. It allows to define different kinds of
contractions to be used in different kinds of holes in contexts. Thus a generalized reductions
semantics is a family of reduction semantics over one language that allows to reduce a term
if any sub-semantics allows it.
I Definition 2. A tuple of the form T , K, {Ck }k∈K , {*k }k∈K , {Vk }k∈K , where
T is a language,
K is a set of reduction kinds, and
hT , Ck , *k , Vk i is a reduction semantics for each k ∈ K,
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T = t ::= x | λx. t | t t | !t

C ∈ Ck ⇐⇒ C[[ ]k ] ∈ L(E) for k ∈ K

K = {E, F }

E ::= [ ]E | E t | !F

(λx. t1 ) t2 *E t1 [t2 /x]
!v *E v
(λx. t) v *F t[v/x]
!t *F t

F ::= [ ]F | F t | v F
VE = w ::= a | λx. t
VF = v ::= b | λx. t
a ::= x | a t
b ::= x | b v

Figure 7 Lambda calculus with the call-by-name strategy and a strictness operator.

is called a generalized reduction semantics. A term t1 can then be reduced to a term t2 in
this semantics, written t1 → t2 , if t1 = C[s1 ], t2 = C[s2 ] and s1 *k s2 for some k ∈ K,
s1 , s2 ∈ T and C ∈ Ck .
Notions given for reduction semantics generalize in a straightforward way to the generalized
ones. We call elements of sets Ck and Vk , respectively, (reduction) contexts with holes of kind
k and values of kind k. The contraction *k is called k-contraction and terms that can be
rewritten by *k are called redices of kind k. A term t is called a potential redex of kind k if
t is not a value of kind k and in every decomposition t = C[t0 ] of t with a nonempty context
C ∈ Ck , the subterm t0 is a value of kind k. Intuitively, each non-value term has a (unique)
decomposition into a reduction context and a potential redex.
To define families {Ck }k∈K we will use normal grammars of contexts. Formally, we require
that the set of context nonterminals coincides with the set K of context kinds and that
C ∈ Ck if and only if C[[ ]k ] is generated by the grammar.
In Figure 7 we give an example that makes use of the additional expressiveness given
by generalized reductions semantics. It presents a lambda calculus with the call-by-name
strategy and an extra operator ! that switches the strategy to left-to-right call by value.
Here E-substrategy corresponds to call by name and F – to call by value. Note that here
E-contraction is different from F -contraction.

4

Generalized refocusing

In this section we present the second main contribution of this work: a generalization of the
refocusing method.

4.1

Input to the refocusing procedure

In order to run the generalized refocusing procedure, the user needs to define generalized
reduction semantics together with a strategy for searching redices. Given this input, the
procedure generates an abstract machine.
We now make precise the requirements on the user input. For a set of productions P ,
notation Pkk21 stands for the set of instances of productions from P of the form k1 → ec[k2 ],
where ec is an elementary context. Similarly, P k stands for instances of the form k → . . .,
that is, with the nonterminal k on the left-hand side of the arrow. We say that an instance
k1 → ec[k2 ] is compatible with t if ec is a prefix of t.
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I Definition 3. An input for generalized refocusing is composed from
a generalized reduction semantics T , K, {Ck }k∈K , {*k }k∈K , {Vk }k∈K where the family
{Ck }k∈K is given by a normal grammar of contexts with the set of productions P ,
for each k ∈ K and t ∈ T , a linear strict order <k,t on instances of productions from P k
that are compatible with t, and


Q
computable functions ⇓: T × K → P × T ∪ {R, V} and ⇑: k1 ,k2 ∈K Pkk21 × Vk2 →
P × T ∪ {R, V} (where R tags redices and V tags values)
such that all of the following conditions are satisfied:
1. All *k are partial computable functions.
2. Instances of productions k → ec1 [k1 ] and k → ec2 [k2 ] are comparable by <k,t if and only
if ec1 , ec2 are different prefixes of t.
3. If (k→ec1 [k1 ]) <k,t (k→ec2 [k2 ]) and t = ec2 [v], then v is a value of kind k2 .
4. If the order <k,t is empty, then the value of ⇓ (t, k) is either R or V, depending on whether
t is a potential redex or a value of kind k. Otherwise, if the order is nonempty, the value
of ⇓ (t, k) is the greatest element k → ec[k 0 ] in this order, together with the subterm t0 of
t such that t = ec[t0 ].
5. If the instance k1 →ec[k2 ] is the least element in the order <k1 ,ec[v] , then the value of
⇑ (k1 , k2 , (k1 →ec[k2 ]), v) is either R or V, depending on whether ec[v] is a potential redex
or a value of kind k. Otherwise, if k1 →ec[k2 ] is not the least element, the value of
⇑ (k1 , k2 , (k1 →ec[k2 ]), v) is the predecessor k1 →ec0 [k20 ] of k1 →ec[k2 ] in the order <k1 ,ec[v] ,
together with the subterm t0 of ec[v] such that ec[v] = ec0 [t0 ].
Note that the introduced orders describe a depth-first search order of evaluation. More
precisely, suppose that (k→ec1 [k1 ]) <k,t . . . <k,t (k→ecn [kn ]) are all productions in P k
compatible with t, sorted in the order <k,t . Then for some terms t1 , . . . , tn we have t =
ec1 [t1 ] = . . . = ecn [tn ]. Condition (4) says that k-substrategy starts searching for redices in
term tn . Condition (5) says that in consecutive iterations (for i = n − 1, . . . , 1) this strategy
moves the search from ti+1 to ti , and condition (3) says that it happens only after completely
traversing ti+1 and finding it to be a value. The functions ⇓, ⇑ describe a DFS order of
evaluation in a computable way. They also determine if a term is a potential redex or (after
checking all possible decompositions w.r.t. a given substrategy) if it is a value of a given kind.
It is worth noting that if we want the generated abstract machine to execute each step in
constant time, all of the mentioned computable functions should also work in constant time.
We give an example input for the generalized refocusing procedure in Figures 7 and 8.
The former contains a generalized semantics and the latter contains an order and functions ⇓
and ⇑. The functions are presented in a relational style, with arguments on the left-hand side
and results
 on theright-hand side of the arrows. The notation [t1 ]k1 stands for (t1 , k1 ), the
notation ec [v]k2 k for (k1 , k2 , (k1 →ec[k2 ]), v) and the notation ec [t2 ]k3 on a right-hand
1
side of the arrow ⇑ involving k1 as the leftmost argument stands for ((k1 →ec[k3 ]), t2 ).
The result of [t1 ]k1 ⇓ prescribes how to proceed when a term t is considered by a k1 substrategy for the first time. If it returns ec [t2 ]k2 , the search should be continued in the
subterm t2 by the k2 -substrategy and the current evaluation context should be extended
by ec. Otherwise there is no further decomposition of t and it is determined if it is a value
or a potential redex. For example, [!t]E ⇓ ! [t]F prescribes that when the E-substrategy
encounters a term !t, it has to decompose t according to the F -substrategy with the current
evaluation contexts
 extended
 by ! [ ].
The result of ec1 [v]k2 k ⇑ defines how to proceed when a term ec1 [v] is reconsidered
1
by a k1 -substrategy after completing the search in the subterm v w.r.t. the k2 -substrategy
and finding that it is a value of kind k2 . The options are the same as in the case of ⇓.
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The order on instances of productions:
(F → v F ) <F,(v t) (F → F t) for all values v of kind F and all terms t
Functions ⇓ and ⇑, where k ∈ {E, F }:
[x]k ⇓ V

[ [λx.t1 ]E t2 ]E ⇑ R

[λx.t]k ⇓ V

[ [a]E t]E ⇑ V

[t1 t2 ]k ⇓ [t1 ]k t2

[! [v]F ]E ⇑ R

[!t]E ⇓ ! [t]F

[ [v]F t]F ⇑ v [t]F

[!t]F ⇓ R

[λx.t [v]F ]F ⇑ R
[b [v]F ]F ⇑ V

Figure 8 An input for generalized refocusing that formalizes the semantics from Figure 7.

4.2

Output from the refocusing procedure

The machines obtained by the generalized refocusing procedure have the form given in the
definition below. The notion ConRepG,k in this definition is the set of generalized stack
representations (cf. Section 3.1) of contexts in Ck w.r.t. a grammar G. To distinguish contexts
and their representations we use the typewriter font for the latter. The configuration labels
E, C historically stand for “eval” and “continue”.
I Definition 4. For a given input as in Definition 3, the machine generated by generalized
refocusing is hS, →, {ht, ε, k0 iE ∈ S} , {hε, k0 , viC ∈ S}i, where
S = { ht, C, kiE , hC, k, viC | t ∈ T , k ∈ K, C ∈ ConRepG,k , v ∈ Vk }
and → is defined as follows.
ht, C, kiE → hC, k, tiC

if [t]k ⇓ V,

ht1 , C, kiE → ht2 , C, kiE

if [t]k ⇓ R ∧ t1 *k t2 ,

ht1 , C, k1 iE → ht2 , (k1 , ec) :: C, k2 iE

if [t1 ]k1 ⇓ ec [t2 ]k2 ,


if ec [v]k2 k ⇑ V,

 1
if ec [v]k2 k ⇑ R ∧ ec[v] *k1 t,

1
if ec1 [v]k2 k ⇑ ec2 [t]k3 .

h(k1 , ec) :: C, k2 , viC → hC, k1 , ec[v]iC
h(k1 , ec) :: C, k2 , viC → ht, C, k1 iE
h(k1 , ec1 ) :: C, k2 , viC → ht, (k1 , ec2 ) :: C, k3 iE

1

In fact, in configurations of the form hC, k, viC symbol k has no computational meaning
and could be safely removed. We leave it here for the sake of simplicity.
Note that the construction of the machine does not depend on conditions (1)–(5) of
Definition 3, it depends only on the functions ⇓, ⇑ and contractions. The conditions are
needed to guarantee that the constructed machine realizes the input reduction semantics.

5

Correctness of the generated machine

In [17] the authors prove that the original refocusing procedure generates an abstract machine
that is extensionally equivalent to the input semantics. Formally, a term t can be reduced
(possibly in many steps) to a value v w.r.t. an input reduction semantics if and only if the
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generated machine started in ht, εiE evaluates to hε, viC . Here we show a stronger property,
namely that the generated machine exactly implements the reduction semantics given as
input, possibly in smaller steps. This idea is captured in the following definition of tracing.
I Definition 5. An abstract rewriting system hT , →i traces another system hS, ⇒i if there
exists a surjection JK : T → S such that
1. if t1 → t2 , then Jt1 K = Jt2 K or Jt1 K ⇒ Jt2 K,
2. if s1 ⇒ s2 , then for each t0 such that Jt0 K = s1 there exists a sequence t0 → . . . → tn+1 ,
where Jt0 K = . . . = Jtn K and Jtn+1 K = s2 , and
3. there are no infinite sequences t0 → t1 → . . ., where Jtn K ; Jtn+1 K for all n (i.e., there
are no silent loops).
The definition is similar to the one used by Hardin et al. to extract reduction strategies
in a calculus of closures from virtual machines [13]. Although in this paper we work only
with deterministic systems, it is worth mentioning that our definition, as opposed to the one
from [13], is also adequate for nondeterministic systems.
The following theorem states that each generated machine traces the input reduction
semantics. It is proved in Coq, the proof can be found in the implementation in file
refocusing/refocusing_machine_facts.v.
I Theorem 6. Let M be the machine generated by generalized refocusing procedure from a
reduction semantics with the set of terms T and the reduction relation →. Then M traces
hT , →i.

6

Implementation

Our implementation of generalized refocusing is available at the repository http://bitbucket.
org/kzi/generalized_refocusing. The current (at the moment of writing this article)
version of the code, including examples, consists of over 8000 lines of definitions and proofs.
It was tested in Coq versions 8.5 and 8.6. The repository contains several examples, including
a novel derivation of a machine with an environment for full β-normalization from a language
with explicit substitutions (see file lam_cl_es_no.v). We suggest to start with simpler examples of lambda calculus with the call-by-name and call-by-value strategies in files cbn_lam.v
and cbv_lam.v. A formalization of lambda calculus with the call-by-name strategy and
the strictness operator from Figure 7 can be found in cbn_strict.v file. In three cases:
MiniML, lambda calculus with the normal-order strategy, and lambda calculus with the
normal-order strategy and simple explicit substitutions the examples also contain a manually
defined machine and a proof of equivalence between this machine and the automatically
generated one.
In the following we briefly describe the implementation of the semantics provided by
a user as input to generalized refocusing, as defined in Definition 3. The user needs to
define two modules: one that implements the reduction semantics (which satisfies the signature PRE_REF_SEM), and one that implements the lower-level reduction strategy (which
satisfies the signature returned by REF_STRATEGY). Based on these modules, the functor
RedRefSem produces a module defining the refocusable semantics; in particular, it automatically proves crucial decomposition lemmas required by refocusing. Then the functor
RefEvalApplyMachine applied to the refocusable semantics module produces an abstract
machine. Finally, the functor RefEvalApplyMachine_Facts applied to the semantics and
the machine provides the proof of Theorem 6. The proof itself is an instance of RW_TRACING
type-class defined in the file rewriting_system/rewriting_system_tracing.v.
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We show an excerpt of the relevant signatures in Figure 9. In the semantics module, the
parameters (such as terms, kinds, potential redices, or values) are provided by the user, and
their types reflect their dependence on kinds. There is some technical burden caused by Coq
here: the user has to define values and potential redices as types disjoint from terms, and
provide injections from these types into terms. We also require the user to define elementary
contexts that depend on two kinds: the first one is the nonterminal on the left-hand side of
the underlying production, and the second one is the kind of the hole (this is the nonterminal
occurring in the right-hand side of the production). The reduction contexts can then be
represented as lists of elementary contexts that agree on kinds, as described in Section 3.1.
In addition, the user has to provide proofs for the axioms ensuring that potential redices and
values can have only trivial decompositions, and that values cannot be potential redices.
The implementation of the strategy consists in defining two functions: dec_term and
dec_context that correspond to the ⇓ and ⇑ functions, respectively. The types of these
functions make use of the elem_dec type of elementary decompositions. The user then needs
to specify the search order on elementary contexts together with proofs that this order is well
founded, transitive and that only and all immediate prefixes of a term are comparable. With
these properties in place the user proceeds to proving properties required by Definition 3.
The axioms at the bottom of the listing in Figure 9 correspond to these properties (due
to lack of space some axioms are omitted): elem_context_det implements condition 3,
dec_term_term_top implements the second part of condition 4; dec_context_red_bot,
dec_context_val_bot and dec_context_term_next correspond to condition 5.

7

Conclusion and perspectives

We have proposed a new format for specifying reduction semantics that utilizes grammars of
kinded reduction contexts. Based on this format, we have developed a generic refocusing
procedure that handles a wide class of hybrid rewriting strategies satisfying simple initial
conditions. The procedure is formalized in Coq proof assistant and proved to correctly
translate reduction semantics to abstract machines. The original refocusing procedure, as
described in [17], can be obtained from the proposed here by restricting the set of context
kinds to a singleton and optimizing out dependencies on its elements.
The current formalization has several limitations that we plan to address in future work.
For example, it does not account for context-sensitive reduction strategies – such as those
defining control operators – where the contraction function takes into account the current
reduction context (this is different from the situation described in this paper where the
decomposition function depends on the kind of the current reduction context). Moreover, it
is not possible to define layered reduction semantics that would lead to an abstract machine
with several layers of stacks representing contexts (such as 2-layered semantics for the control
operators shift and reset[2]). A limitation of a different nature is that refocusing is based
on the assumption that the semantics is deterministic. It would be interesting to see how
this restriction could be relaxed and lead to a systematic way of deriving nondeterministic
abstract machines.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank the anonymous reviewers of FSCD for their
helpful and insightful comments.
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Module Type PRE_REF_SEM.
Parameters (term ckind : Set) (init_ckind : ckind) (redex value : ckind → Set).
Parameter contract : ∀ {k}, redex k → option term.
Parameters (elem_context_kinded : ckind → ckind → Set)
(elem_plug : ∀ {k0 k1}, term → elem_context_kinded k0 k1 → term).
Notation "ec :[ t ]" := (elem_plug t ec) (at level 0).
Inductive context (k1 : ckind) : ckind → Set :=
| empty : context k1 k1
| ccons : ∀ {k2 k3} (ec : elem_context_kinded k2 k3), context k1 k2 → context k1 k3.
Notation "c [ t ]" := (plug t c) (at level 0).
Definition reduce k t1 t2 := ∃ {k’} (c : context k k’) (r : redex k’) t,
dec t1 k (d_red r c) ∧ contract r = Some t ∧ t2 = c[t].
Axioms
(redex_trivial1 : ∀ {k k’} (r : redex k) ec t, ec:[t] = r → ∃ (v : value k’), t = v)
(value_trivial1 : ∀ {k1 k2} ec {t} (v : value k1), ec:[t]=v → ∃ (v’ : value k2), t = v’)
(value_redex : ∀ {k} (v : value k) (r : redex k), value_to_term v <> redex_to_term r).
...
End PRE_REF_SEM.
Module Type REF_STRATEGY (S: PRE_REF_SEM).
Import S.
Inductive elem_dec k : Set :=
| ed_red : redex k → elem_dec k
| ed_dec : ∀ k’, term → elem_context_kinded k k’ → elem_dec k
| ed_val : value k → elem_dec k.
Parameter dec_term: term → ∀ k, elem_dec k.
Parameter dec_context {k k’} (ec:elem_context_kinded k k’) (v:value k’) : elem_dec k.
Parameter search_order: ∀ k, term→ elem_context_in k→ elem_context_in k → Prop.
Notation "t |∼ ec1 « ec" := (search_order _ t ec1 ec2).
Definition so_maximal {k} (ec : elem_context_in k) t := ∀ ec’, ∼t |∼ ec « ec’.
Definition so_minimal {k} (ec : elem_context_in k) t := ∀ ec’, ∼t |∼ ec’ « ec.
Definition so_predecessor {k} ec0 ec1 t :=
t | ∼ ec0 « ec1 ∧ ∀ (ec : elem_context_in k), t |∼ ec « ec1 → ∼t |∼ ec0 « ec.
Axioms
(elem_context_det : ∀ {k0 k1 k2} t ec0 ec1,
t | ∼ ec0 « ec1 → ∃ (v : value k2), t = ec1:[v])
(dec_term_term_top : ∀ {k k’} t t’ ec,
dec_term t k = ed_dec _ t’ ec → so_maximal ec t)
(dec_context_red_bot : ∀ {k k’} (v : value k’) {r : redex k} ec,
dec_context ec v = ed_red r → so_minimal ec ec:[v])
(dec_context_val_bot : ∀ {k k’} (v : value k’) {v’ : value k} ec,
dec_context ec v = ed_val v’ → so_minimal ec ec:[v])
(dec_context_term_next : ∀ {k0 k1 k2} (v : value k1) t ec0 ec1,
dec_context ec0 v = ed_dec _ t ec1 → so_predecessor ec1 ec0 ec0:[v])
...
End REF_STRATEGY.
Figure 9 Signatures for refocusable semantics (fragments).
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